
AHD Examples from faculty 
 
Tara, James and Adam have all won teaching awards from our residents and have kindly allowed 
us to share their AHD presentations as examples. Please do not share their content. Below they 
have provided a description of their halfday structure.  
 
 
Parks 
 
A couple select readings beforehand (high yield guidelines, etc.) and a dozen-or-so exam style 
questions for them to take a stab at. During the day we do an interactive didactic (Rosen’s review, 
new evidence, guidelines, etc.) and review the exam questions. 
 
If time allows, I’ll have a select senior resident do an oral exam in front of the group. The case 
usually covers advanced content from the day. My practice is to contact the senior resident a week 
or two beforehand and give them a good idea of what the case is. The idea being that the senior 
gets oral exam practice (while prepped for the content + case) and the juniors get to see what an 
exemplary oral exam looks like. 

 
 
 
Dahn 
 
I've been doing my lectures with an interactive software called Mentimeter for a few years. I learned 
about it and started using it during my MEd and love it. It allows for live polling throughout the lecture 
and can be set up for all kinds of questions like multiple choice, short answer etc. This allows my 
case-based lectures to be driven by questions that I ask the residents and have them submit 
anonymous answers on their devices.  
 
The residents have mentioned how the interactive questions keep them engaged and that they like 
the fact that it is anonymous, so they do not need to feel stressed about not having the correct 
answer (as there is no way for myself or the other residents to see who submitted what answer). It's 
also nice for slides with images (xrays etc.) as they can zoom in on them on their devices. As the 
lecturer I find it SUPER helpful as I am able to quickly go through areas/questions that all the 
residents get correct, and instead focus more on the questions/topics that they do not know well.  

 
 
Gould 
 
 
1. Pre-lecture video for them to watch 
before: https://www.theresuscourse.com/videos/v/4myl7azhbxmws28s3b6bj29zs9fpy8 
2. Case base slides during half day 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.theresuscourse.com/videos/v/4myl7azhbxmws28s3b6bj29zs9fpy8

